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do more with less 

This new intervention service tool delivers safer 

operations. It eliminates the hazards associated 

with Nitrogen pumping while the compact wireline 

equipment reduces heavy lifting.  Fewer 

people, fewer risks = increased safety. 

 

Rapid mobilisation and efficient intervention with 

production reinstated sooner delivers 

significantly reduced intervention costs. 

a better way 

to get wells flowing  

kickSTART is the new tool in toolbox to unload 

wells with a wireline unit. 

A new e-line pump system to restore natural flow in killed 

or liquid loaded wells   

It is a safer, more cost effective 

alternative to using coiled tubing with nitrogen 

lift or circulating fluids through a workstring or annulus 

sleeve. 
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Offshore efficiency gains  

The kickSTART system has high potential to reduce costs and improve production uptime. 
 

 Normally Unmanned Platforms, where access with Coiled Tubing is impossible 

 Large Platforms where a) BOP deck work / restricted space work is required or b) 

working off the critical path without using the drilling package is desired 

 Subsea wells using a riserless light well intervention vessel rather than a semi-

submersible with Coiled Tubing 

 

Proven technology enablers ready now  

Energy efficiency is key to this application 

and by using magnetic gear technology 

coupled with a permanent magnet motor, 

the kickSTART system can deliver excellent 

pumping performance through a small, but 

mighty cable. 

 

This compact tool can be live well deployed, 

through tubing to depth, and once set, the pump 

can be started, displacing heavy fluids from the 

well and allowing less dense reservoir fluids to fill 

the completion.  Over time, the reservoir 

pressure will overcome the ever reducing 

hydrostatic pressure and the well will start to 

flow naturally. 

 

 

What next? 

Zilift are looking for collaboration partners to take the technology offshore in the UK Sector. The 

core technology has been proven through extensive field testing in the US land environment since 

2013 for long term artificial lift applications.  To prove the potential, visionary early adopters 

are needed to work collaboratively with Zilift.  We are seeking operators with idle well 

candidates to explore the potential value that this new tool can bring. 

td300 

TECline 

Length:   28ft 
Max OD: 3.00” assembly, 3.75” latch 


